
Nextel i1000 Dual Desktop Charger

Product Code
CP120A

Operating Instructions
LCD Display
1. The entire graph displays when power is first connected.

2. The front slot is used to charge the phone and the  
icon will flash during charging. When the phone is fully
charged, the icon will light.

3. The rear slot is used to charge the battery. The icon
will flash during charging, and the graph will show the
charging ratio. When the battery is fully charged, the

icon will light.
4. To eliminate memory effect, press the discharge button to

discharge a Ni-MH or Ni-Cad battery after it has been
charged several times. The icon will flash and the
graph will flash the icon during
discharging. The Charger will automatically switch to
charge condition after the battery is fully discharged. 
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NOTE: You don’t have to discharge a Li-ION battery.
5. PW, a power indicator, will stay lit as long as the power is

on.
6. The Dual Desktop Charger will simultaneously charge both

front and rear slots.
7. The Dual Desktop Charger can charge Ni-MH, Ni-Cad, and

Li-ION batteries.
8. The Charger features over-charging and short-circuit

protection.
9. Accessories include an instruction menu and a power

adapter.
10. The AC input is 110/220/230/240 V.

WARNINGS
1. Please make sure that your power source AC and DC

matches the specification listed above.
2. Keep the charger away from water and damp areas to

reduce the risk of shock.
3. Do not open the charger.
4. Disconnect the power if either of the graphs are flashing:

or .
5. Disconnect the power adapter when you’re not using it.

What to do if…
There’s no display after the unit is plugged into a power

source.
1. Check the power adapter. Is it connected properly?
2. Make sure you’re using our attached adapter to avoid

incompatibility.
3. Call Black Box Technical Support at 724-746-5500.



There’s no display after the phone is inserted into the front
slot.

Some cellular phones are programmed to start charging
after a few minutes. Please wait.

No charging ratio is displayed after the phone is inserted into
the front slot.

Most phones are designed to show a charging ratio on the
phone’s display. The Dual Desktop Charger works according to
its original design. As long as the phone icon is flashing, your
phone is correctly charging.

There are abnormal flashes on the display.
Check the battery. Is it an old battery? Battery performance

will decline after use. Replace the battery.
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